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Author’s response to reviews:

Replies to reviewers' comments - all new/revised text is in red font.

1. It seems that you omitted descriptions for several SPIRIT items that in our view are applicable to any randomized controlled trial. One possibility is that what the items refer to were not done in the trial; another is that you may see the description as unnecessary. When an item is truly “not applicable”, it is to your advantage to provide a succinct explanation so that the readers understand the rationale for not addressing the item on the SPIRIT checklist in their protocol. Please provide a brief justification if these elements are truly irrelevant to your trial, or if they are relevant (which we think most of them are), please provide succinct descriptions.
Author response: We have checked our manuscript again and added descriptions in the text for any SPIRIT checklist items that were missing.

2. Please fully define all your outcomes following the framework described in Zarin NEJM 2011;364:852-60. Your outcome definition should include these 5 elements: the domain (name of the outcome), specific measurement, metric, method of aggregation, and time point.

Author response: We have now expanded our definitions of outcomes to include these elements (pages 12-14).

3. Please write your methods and procedures using active voice.

Author response: We now use the active voice when applicable, but as this is a multicenter study and the patients will be managed by different members of the study site teams and not just by the authors of the present article (hence limiting our ability to use the first person pronoun, “We”), we are not sure that the active voice is always appropriate or possible. We have therefore left some of the methods section in the passive voice, similar to other protocols published recently in Trials.